Abstract | A new method for the reduction of peak to average transmit power ratio of multicarrier modulation systems, called selected mapping, is presented, which is appropriate for a wide range of applications. Signi cant gains can be achieved by selected mapping whereas complexity remains quite moderate.
Introduction
Multicarrier modulation, often also denoted as orthogonal frequency division multiplexing OFDM, has been proposed for many applications. In OFDM transmission schemes a block of D distinct complex valued carriers V , = 1 : D, 2 called OFDM frame is transformed into time domain using the inverse discrete Fourier transform IDFT. The main advantage of OFDM is that, by introducing a guard period" 1 and using di erential encoding, reliable transmission over spectrally shaped channels is possible without any equalization. Unfortunately, because of the statistical independence of the carriers the corresponding time domain samples v k , k = 1 : D, in the equivalent complex valued low pass domain 2 are approximately Gaussian distributed. This results in a high peak to average power ratio PAR PAR = max k fjv k j Hence, to avoid non linear distortion and spectral spreading of the transmit signal highly linear ampli ers operating with a large back o have to be used.
In many papers methods to reduce the PAR are proposed. But either complexity and redundancy are high and or only small gains in PAR are achieved. In this paper, a new simple method is introduced, which leads to considerable gains not only asymptotically, but in PAR regions relevant in practice.
Selected Mapping
Let v k , k = 1 : D, beidentically and independently two dimensionally Gaussian distributed.
Then, the probability that at least for one sample jv k j frames, which can be neglected in practice, even for N = 4 a gain higher than 3 dB results.
Because of the varying assignment of data to the transmit signal, we call this principle selected mapping. The core is to choose one particular signal which exhibits some desired properties out of N signals representing the same information. Then, all N frames are transformed into time domain and the one with the lowest PAR is selected for transmission.
Simulation results for D = 128 and 4 ary PSK in each carrier are plotted in Fig. 2 . The PAR of such a s c heme is reduced according to the prediction from theory. Here, N = 4 v ectors P n are generated randomly with P n 2 f1; jg. The advantage of using only phase shifts by multiples of =2 is that they can beimplemented without any multiplications.
Additionally, di erential encoding may be applied, taking place before the IDFT and right after generating the equivalent OFDM frames. Then, at the receiver, after performing the DFT di erential demodulation has to be implemented.
Receiver
In order to recover data, the receiver has to have knowledge which vector P n has actually been used. The straightforward method is to transmit the number n of the vector as side information to the receiver. As this numberis of highest importance, side information should beprotected by channel coding. Even for simple block codes and moderate codeword lengths erroneous detection of P n can be neglected.
For channel encoded data no side information is necessary at all. Here, N channel decoders process the received signal in parallel. Each of them assumes one speci c vector P n . Finally, the most probable decoding result is selected to recover data.
Conclusions
The proposed scheme for the reduction of PAR can be used for arbitrary numbers of carriers and any signal constellation. Selected mapping provides signi cant gains at moderate additional complexity. Actually, it is appropriate for all kinds of multiplex techniques, which transform data symbols to the transmit signal. Even in single carrier systems where PAR grows as the roll o factor of the pulse shaping lter decreases, selected mapping can beapplied advantageously. 
